This pattern is for personal use. Please do not distribute, reproduce, share or sell this pattern. You may
sell finished items made with this pattern provided you credit Ezerioszka – Handmade.
The pattern is free, however it does not mean that you can dispose of or share as your own. If someone is
interested in the pattern, please provide information so they can contact me directly, or join my Facebook
group, i.e. do not publish it anywhere without my knowledge and do not send it to other people directly.
Thank you :)
Please join my Facebook group to see projects that others have made with my patterns, or if you need
help of any kind.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/290511291542444/

Please follow me on Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/ezerioszka_handmade/

Lion

Like all my stuffed toys, all rounds are worked in continuous spirals. Use a stitch marker to mark the
beginning of each round. Move the marker up each time you start a new round.
My Lion is 20cm, but this will depend on the type of yarn you choose to use.
You may use any yarn, not only soft plush ones.
Sometimes the same yarns are different in thickness, and this may also effect the result/size.

The required materials:
- one skein of Himalaya Dolphin Baby yarn in main color (120m). You can use any yarn, not just plush,
- several meters of the same yarn in other color for the muzzle,
- half a skein of the same yarn in other color for hair and tail,
- safety eyes – I am using 14-16mm size,
- optional, false eyelashes and glue to attach them to the safety eyes,
- safety nose, the size is up to you, I used a heart nose 17mm size,
- crochet hook: 4mm if you are using chenille yarn,
- needle with large eyelet for sewing,
- a marker or a piece of yarn for marking rounds,
- silicone filling, fiberfill stuffing,
- lighter for burning ends.

Abbreviations:
MR – magic ring
ch - chain
sl – slip stitch
sc – single crochet
st - stitch
V – increase (two sc in one st)
/\ – decrease (two sc together)
x - the number of repetitions
Here we go! :)

Legs – make two:
Make a slip stitch at the end of the first leg. Cut the yarn and finish off, but only on the first leg. When
finishing the other leg, don’t cut the yarn, because you will continue to join the legs and make the body.
Legs, body and head will be made with the main color.
1. 6sc in MR

(6)

2. V x2; 1sc; V x2; 1sc
3.-5. 10sc

(10)

6. (4sc, V) x2
7.-8. 12sc

(10)

(12)

(12)

As I wrote above, cut the yarn for the first leg and continue working
to the end of the second leg.
Body - joining legs:
1. ch1, insert the hook in the last single crochet of round 8 from the first leg. Connect the two legs by
making a single crochet. Move the marker to this stitch. It will be the new ending point of the round.
Make sc around this leg (12sc). When you get to the joining point, make 4sc here (2sc in the sc, and 2sc in
the ch1).
Then make sc around the other leg (12sc). Now you should be at the joining point on the other side. Make
here also 4sc (2 in the ch1, and 2 in the sc).
This round should give a total of 32 stitches. However, if you have more or less, don't worry about it, you
can increase or decrease it on the next round to get 32sc.
2. 32sc (32) – as I wrote above, if you are missing stitches or you have too many of them, you can
increase or decrease single crochet in this round to compensate for it. It will not have any effect on the
appearance of the toy.
3. 32sc

(32)

4. (14sc, /\) x2

(30)

5. (13sc, /\) x2

(28)

6. (12sc, /\) x2

(26)

7. (11sc, /\) x2

(24)

8. (10sc, /\) x2

(22)

9. (9sc, /\) x2
10. (8sc, /\) x2

(20)
(18)

11. (1sc, /\) x6 (12)
Start to stuff. Then stuff in a bit on a regular basis.
Don’t cut the yarn, because you will continue with the head.

Head:
Insert the safety eyes in round 9 in the 25th and 33th stitch. When making this round, insert a marker in
these places, so you will know later where to insert the safety eyes.
Before you close them, check if they are symmetrical to the entire toy, because the given place is indicative,
and depends on your individual work technique, your tension and what yarn you use.
1. (1sc, V) x6

(18)

2. (2sc, V) x6

(24)

3. (3sc, V) x6

(30)

4. (4sc, V) x6

(36)

5. (5sc, V) x6

(42)

6. (6sc, V) x6

(48)

7.-10. 48sc

(48)

11. (6sc, /\) x6

(42)

12. (5sc, /\) x6

(36)

13. (4sc, /\) x6

(30)

14. (3sc, /\) x6

(24)

15. (2sc, /\) x6

(18)

16. (1sc, /\) x6

(12)

17. /\ x6

(6)

Cut the yarn and hide it into the head.

Muzzle:
Make with white color.
1. 6sc in MR
2. V x6

(6)

(12)

3. (1sc, V) x6

(18)

4. (5sc, V) x3

(21)

5. 21sc

(21)

Put the safety nose on.
Don’t put it in the middle of the muzzle. I put the nose in the 3rd round. Stuff it.
Cut the yarn, leaving a tail for sewing. Sew it close to the eyes.

Hands – make two:
Make with the main color.
1. 6sc in MR

(6)

2. (1sc, V) x3

(9)

3. 9sc (9)
4. 2sc; /\ x2; 3sc
5.-10. 7sc

(7)

(7)

11. 6sc – don’t finish this round.
Stuff it. Fold it in half and close with 3sc.
Cut the yarn, leaving a tail for sewing.

Ears – make two:
Make with the main color.
1. 6sc in MR
2. V x6

(6)

(12)

3. (1sc, V) x6
4.-6. 18sc

(18)

(18) – finish with a sl.

Don't stuff it.
Cut the yarn, leaving a tail for sewing.

Hair:
On my Instagram I have a video tutorial about how to make the hair for the lion, you can find it here:
https://www.instagram.com/p/CKwBlN_Hm-o/

Tail:
Make with the main color ch13, turn, start in the the second stitch from the hook and make 12sc. Cut the
yarn, leaving a tail for sewing.
End of the tail.
Make with brown color.
1. 6sc in MR
2. V; 5sc

(7)

3. 3sc; V; 3sc
4. V; 7sc

(6)

(8)

(9)

5. 4sc; V; 4sc (10)
6. 10sc

(10)

Stuff it.
7. /\ x5

(5)

Cut the yarn. Leave a tail for sewing. Join these two parts together and sew it to the body.

Now all you have to do is sew the lion parts together.
I am waiting in the group to see the results of your work :)

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me:
FACEBOOK FANPAGE: https://www.facebook.com/Ezerioszka
FB group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/290511291542444/?ref=bookmarks
INSTAGRAM: https://www.instagram.com/ezerioszka_handmade/?hl=pl
Phone number: +48 579166221
FACEBOOK: Katarzyna Ezerioha
E-MAIL: ezerioszka@gmail.com

RAVELRY: https://www.ravelry.com/stores/ezerioszka---handmade-designs

Free pattern for this little tiger is in my Ravelry store :)

Maybe you are interested in my other patterns :)

